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Original Article

Heparin modification improves the re-endothelialization and 
angiogenesis of decellularized kidney scaffolds through 
antithrombosis and anti-inflammation in vivo
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Background: Constructing tissue-engineered kidneys using decellularized kidney scaffolds (DKS) has 
attracted widespread attention as it is expected to be the key to solving the shortage of donor kidneys. 
However, thrombosis and the host inflammatory response are unfavorable factors that hider the re-
endothelialization and vascularization of the decellularized scaffolds. 
Methods: Heparin was immobilized into the DKS using the method of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-
carbodiimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS) activation. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra 
were used to verify the heparinization of DKS. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were 
seeded and cultured in the DKS, then the sliced scaffolds were transplanted subcutaneously into nude 
mouse. Scanning electron microscopy and a series of histochemical stains including hematoxylin and eosin 
(H&E), elastic Verhöeff-Van Gieson (EVG), Sirius red, Masson’s trichrome, and toluidine blue (TB) staining 
were used for morphological characterization. The qRT-PCR analysis, immunohistochemistry (IHC), and 
immunofluorescence (IF) staining were used to determine the expression of related molecular markers. 
Results: The rat DKS completely retained the extracellular matrix and heparinized modification. The H&E 
staining results showed there were more HUVECs covering the internal surfaces of tubular structures in the 
HEP-DKS group compared with the DKS group. The IF analysis results revealed that CD31, Ki67, and 
CD206 had higher positive rates in HUVECs in the HEP-DKS group compared to the DKS group. Both 
groups of scaffolds showed blood vessel formation via H&E staining, and there were more blood vessels in the 
HEP-DKS group compared with the native DKS group (P<0.05). The qRT-PCR results showed that the levels 
of IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α in the HEP-DKS group were significantly lower than those of the native DKS 
group, while the expression level of IL-10 was significantly higher than that in the native DKS group (P<0.05).
Conclusions: Heparin modification improves the re-endothelialization and vascular regeneration of 
the DKS through anticoagulation in vitro and in vivo. The anti-inflammatory effect of heparin on the 
transplanted host was initially confirmed, and it is considered that this effect may play a non-negligible 
role in promoting DKS re-endothelialization and angiogenesis. Heparinized DKS is therefore a promising 
candidate for kidney tissue engineering. 
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Introduction

Compared with blood purification, kidney transplantation 
is recognized as a more effective treatment for end-stage 
renal disease (ESRD) in terms of long-term survival and 
quality of life. However, the serious imbalance between the 
supply and demand of donor organs has become the main 
bottleneck restricting the widespread implementation of 
kidney transplantation (1). The development of regenerative 
medicine and tissue engineering has brought about promising 
new strategies for solving the shortage of kidney transplant 
donors during the past few decades, one of which is the 
development of decellularized kidney scaffolds (DKS) (2).

Decellularized scaffolds have been studied in various 
organs, including the heart, liver, spleen, kidney, and 
pancreas. Like the decellularized scaffolds of other 
organs, the most prominent advantage of DKS is that 
the natural tissue extracellular matrices (ECMs) retain 
the microstructure and many irreproducible bioactive 
components while removing multiple antigen components 
maximally, which can help cell adhesion and regeneration 
without being rejected by the transplant recipient (2). 
Researchers have attempted to generate decellularized 
scaffolds using the kidneys of various mammals, including 
porcine, rat, monkey and so on (1-3), but regardless of the 
animal the DKS is derived from, in order to be transplanted 
into the body, the organ must generate enough unblocked 
blood vessels through seeding cells. How to achieve re-
endothelialization and reduce vascular thrombosis and 
the inflammatory stress of transplant recipients within 
a reasonable length of time are common burning issues 
faced by various decellularized scaffolds towards practical 
applications. To address these problems, researchers have 
tried to optimize the decellularized scaffolds though various 
modification methods, including immobilization of heparin 
(4,5), sugar (6), GRGDSPC peptides (7), anti-endothelial 
cell (EC) antibodies (8), and stromal cell-derived factor-1 
alpha loaded proteolytically degradable hydrogel (9). 

Recently, heparin has received increased attention for 
modifying decellularized scaffolds. Heparin is widely used 
clinically because of its anticoagulant, anti-inflammatory, 
and other pharmacological properties. The study of heparin 
modification in DKS is in its infancy, and many functional 
effects are still unclear. Wang et al. (4) verified the anti-
platelet adhesion effect of heparin by perfusing whole-
blood into DKS and the promoting recellularization effect 
of heparin via whole-organ culture of cell-seeded DKS in 
vitro. However, the effect of heparin modification on the 

reendothelialization of DKS has not been explored in vivo, 
and the immune environment of DKS transplantation host 
is also an important factor affecting histocompatibility. 
In the present study, heparin was immobilized into DKS 
then activated using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-
carbodiimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS). Then, 
the DKS was characterized using histochemical and 
composition analysis methods, and the recellularization, 
angiogenesis, and immune status were assessed in vitro 
or in vivo (Figure 1). We present the following article in 
accordance with the ARRIVE reporting checklist (available 
at https://dx.doi.org/10.21037/tau-21-703).

Methods

Animals and cells

Mature male Sprague Dawley (SD) rats and Balb/c nude 
mice were purchased from the Laboratory Animal Research 
Center, Tongji University. The animals were kept under 
specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions, maintained on a 
12-h light/dark cycle, and were given free access to standard 
laboratory feed and water. All animal work was approved by 
the Animal Ethics Committee of Shanghai Tenth People’s 
Hospital, in compliance with national guidelines for the care 
and use of animals. A protocol was prepared before the study 
without registration. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells 
(HUVECs) were obtained from the Type Culture Collection 
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China) and 
cultured in EC medium (ScienCell, USA).

Harvest and decellularization of rat kidneys

Kidneys were harvested from male SD rats weighing  
300±20 g. Briefly, anesthetized rats were systemically 
anticoagulated with heparin, and 22 G cannulae were 
inserted into the renal artery and ureter and fixed with 
4-0 Mersilk. Firstly, the kidney was arterially perfused 
in situ using phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to remove 
the blood. Then, the artery cannula was connected into a 
peristaltic pump (Masterflex, USA) to permit the flow of 
the perfusate, and the kidney was perfused with 1% Triton 
X-100/0.1% ammonium hydroxide (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) 
for 12 h at 1 mL/min. Finally, the kidney was perfused 
with PBS containing 100 U/mL penicillin/100 μg/mL  
streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and 0.0025% 
deoxyribonuclease 1 (DNase; Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for  
24 h to clear the remaining cellular and DNA debris. 
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Scanning electron microscope was used to verify the 
complete 3D microstructure of DKS.

Heparin modification of DKS

Heparin was immobilized into DKS using the method 
described in a previous study (10). Firstly, heparin sodium 
(H-4784; Sigma-aldrich, USA), with a concentration of 
1 mmol/L and average molecular weight of 15 kDa, was 
dissolved in morpholine ethanesulfonic acid buffer with 
pH 6.5. Secondly, 120 mmol/L EDC and 60 mmol/L NHS 
were added into and activated the heparin solution for 4 h 
at room temperature. Then, the DKS was perfused for 4 h 
at 37 ℃ with the activated heparin solution via the perfusion 
system. Subsequently, the DKS was sequentially washed 
with Na2HPO4 for 2 h (0.1 M), NaCl 4 times in 24 h (4 M), 
and double distilled water 5 times in 24 h.

Characterization of heparin modification 

The heparinized DKS (HEP-DKS) and the native DKS 
were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4 ℃. After 
washing with running water, both were embedded in paraffin, 
and the tissue was sliced continuously with a thickness of 

5 μm. After drying the sections at 60 ℃ and with xylene, 
sections were dewaxed with xylene, dehydrated with gradient 
ethanol, and then dyed with a newly prepared 1% toluidine 
blue (TB) solution for 30 min. After washing off the dye 
solution, sections were dehydrated in gradient ethanol and 
xylene until transparent. Finally, the slides were mounted 
with neutral resin and images were captured under an upright 
microscope. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra 
(Nicolet 560, USA) were used to detect the heparin sodium 
immobilized into the DKS as per the operating procedure.

Recellularization of DKS

HUVECs were cultured in EC medium with 5% fetal 
bovine serum (FBS), 1% EC growth supplement, and 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin solution. For re-endothelialization 
of the scaffolds, 2.5×105/mL HUVEC suspensions were 
injected into native DKS and HEP-DKS through the renal 
artery, and the injection was repeated 2–3 times throughout 
the recellularization experiment. Subsequently, the cell-
infused scaffolds were put in an incubator at 37 ℃ and 5% 
CO2 for culture, the EC medium was renewed regularly, 
and the scaffolds were harvested for further experiments 
after 7–14 days. 

Figure 1 Schematic of the research protocol. DKS, decellularized kidney scaffold; ECM, extracellular matrix; EDC/NHS, 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide.
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Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), elastic Verhöeff-Van 
Gieson (EVG), Sirius red, and Masson’s trichrome staining

The native rat kidney and HEP-DKS were fixed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde overnight at 4 ℃. After rinsing with 
running water, they were embedded in paraffin, and 
the tissue was sliced continuously with a thickness of  
5 μm. For H&E staining, the sections were dried at  
60 ℃, deparaffinized with xylene, dehydrated with gradient 
ethanol, and stained with eosin and hematoxylin respectively. 
Finally, the slides were sealed with neutral gum, and then 
imaged with an optical microscope. For EVG staining, 
the sections were dyed in Verhöeff’s solution and redyed 
with Van Gieson’s solution. For Sirius red staining, the 
sections were dyed in 0.1% Sirius red solution. For Masson’s 
trichrome staining, the sections were successively dyed in 
Mayer’s hematoxylin, acid ponceau, and aniline blue or 
brilliant green. In the above various dyeing methods, except 
for the special dyes used, the other steps were similar.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) and immunofluorescence 
(IF) analysis

The tissues were prepared for IHC and IF staining 
according to the protocol for paraffin embedding. For 
IHC staining, the native rat kidney sections were incubated 
with primary antibodies including anti-collagen I 1:100 
(ab270993, Abcam, UK), anti-collagen IV 1:100 (ab6586, 
Abcam, UK), and anti-fibronectin 1:100 (ab2413, Abcam, 
UK) at 4 ℃ overnight. Then, the sections were incubated 
with secondary biotinylated goat anti-rabbit antibodies 
(Solarbio, China). For IF staining, the sections of HEP-DKS 

and native DKS were incubated with primary antibodies 
including anti-CD31 (#3528, CST, USA), anti-Ki67 
(#9449, CST, USA), and anti-CD206 (#24595, CST, USA) 
at 4 ℃ overnight. Then, the sections were incubated with 
secondary Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-mouse/anti-
rabbit antibodies 1:500 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) for  
1 h. Subsequently, the sections were stained with DAPI for  
10 min. All the above sections were observed and imaged 
using an upright microscope (Leica, Germany).

In vivo implantation study

The native DKS and HEP-DKS with re-endothelialization 
were sectioned into 5 mm thick slices for subcutaneous 
implantation. Balb/c mice (n=5) were anesthetized using 
sodium pentobarbital solution, and one 1.5 cm incision 
was made in the dorsal surface where the tissue slices were 
implanted through suturing. The samples were harvested 
and analyzed using H&E staining and IF staining.

qRT-PCR analysis

Total RNA was extracted using the Trizol kit (TakaRa, 
Japan). In the present study, the HEP-DKS and native 
DKS were sliced and transplanted subcutaneously into 
nude mice, and were harvested after 3 weeks. Then the 
total RNA of harvested HEP-DKS and native DKS were 
respectively extracted using the Trizol kit. The qRT-PCR 
was performed using the RT reagent kit (TakaRa, Japan) 
following the protocol for the ABI Prism 7500 sequence 
detection system (Applied Biosystems, USA). The results 
were normalized using β-actin mRNA. The expression 
levels were analyzed using the 2−ΔΔCt method. The primer 
sequences used in this study are listed in Table 1. 

Statistical analysis

Graphpad Prism 8 was used for statistical analysis and 
graphing in this study. Student’s t-test was used to analyze 
normally distributed data, and the significance level was set 
as P<0.05.

Results

Preparation and characterization of the DKS

Isolated rat kidneys were decellularized via renal artery 
perfusion with 10% Triton X-100/0.1% ammonium 
hydroxide solution at a constant pressure of 30 mmHg 

Table 1 The primer sequences used in this study

Primer Sequence (5' to 3')

GAPDH-F AAGAAGGTGGTGAAGCAGG

GAPDH-R GAAGGTGGAAGAGTGGGAGT

IL-1β-F GAAATGCCACCTTTTGACAGTG

IF-1β-R TGGATGCTCTCATCAGGACAG

IL-6-F CTGCAAGAGACTTCCATCCAG

IL-6-R AGTGGTATAGACAGGTCTGTTGG

IL-10-F CTTACTGACTGGCATGAGGATCA

IL-10-R GCAGCTCTAGGAGCATGTGG

TNF-α-F CTGAACTTCGGGGTGATCGG

TNF-α-R GGCTTGTCACTCGAATTTTGAGA
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(Figure 2A, time lapse images at 0, 4, 8, and 12 h). H&E 
staining images showed the absence of cells in the DKS 
compared with the native kidney (Figure 2B). The 
scanning electron microscopyimages indicated that the 
microstructure was not destroyed in the DKS (Figure 2C). 

To further determine the integrity of the remaining 
ECM, a series of staining analyses were carried out, 
including EVG, Sirius red, and Masson’s trichrome 
staining. The results showed that most of the collagen fiber 
components were preserved (Figure 3A). Moreover, the 
results of IHC indicated that collagen I, collagen IV, and 
fibronectin in the ECM were well retained (Figure 3B).

Characterization of the DKS loaded with heparin 

TB staining was carried out to detect the heparinization of 
DKS, and the results indicated that the HEP-DKS group 

had significant positive TB staining, while there was no 
obvious color change in the control group (Figure 4A).  
Figure 4B shows the FTIR spectra of the DKS with or without 
heparinization and pure heparin. The signals at approximately 
1,160 and 1,747 cm−1 in the spectra of the HEP-DKS showed 
the characteristic signals of heparin, which verified that 
heparin was immobilized into the ECM of DKS. 

Re-endothelialization of the DKS and functional 
characterization in vitro

After HUVECs were seeded into the native and heparin-
modified DKS and cultured for 7 days, the scaffolds 
were harvested and further analyzed. H&E staining was 
performed and the results showed that HUVECs adhered 
to both of the scaffolds. Moreover, there were more cells 
covering the internal surfaces of tubular structures in 

Figure 2 Arterial perfusion decellularization of rat kidneys and microstructure images. (A) Time lapse images of a freshly isolated rat kidney 
undergoing continuous low-flow renal arterial perfusion with 1% Triton X-100/0.1% ammonium hydroxide. (B) H&E staining showed the 
absence of cells and the integrity of tubular structures in the DKS compared with the native kidney (200×). (C) SEM images of the DKS 
exhibited no residual cells and well-preserved 3D tubular architecture compared with the native organ. SEM, scanning electron microscopy; 
H&E, hematoxylin and eosin.
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Figure 3 ECM characterization of the rat DKS. (A) EVG staining, Masson’s trichrome staining, and Sirius red staining showed most of 
the collagen fiber components were retained in the DKS compared with the native kidney (200×). (B) IHC of the native kidney and DKS: 
collagen I (left), collagen IV (middle), and fibronectin (right) (200×). ECM, extracellular matrix; DKS, decellularized kidney scaffold; EVG, 
Elastic Verhoeff-Van Gieson; IHC, immunohistochemistry.

the HEP-DKS group compared with the DKS group  
(Figure 5A). To assess the angiogenesis and proliferation 
capacities, IF analyses were conducted, and the results 
revealed that CD31 and Ki67 had a higher positive rate in 
HUVECs in the HEP-DKS group than in the DKS group 
(Figure 5B,5C).

Angiogenesis and host inflammatory response towards 
scaffolds in vivo

The HEP-DKS and nat ive  DKS were s l iced and 
transplanted subcutaneously into nude mice, and were 
harvested after 3 weeks. The gross appearances of implants 

indicated that both of the re-endothelialized scaffolds 
showed good histocompatibility with the subcutaneous 
tissue of nude mice (Figure 6A left). Both groups of scaffolds 
showed blood vessel formation via H&E staining, and there 
were more blood vessels in the HEP-DKS compared with 
the native DKS (Figure 6A middle and right). Angiogenesis 
ability was also evaluated via IF in vivo, and CD31 showed 
a higher positive rate in the cells of the HEP-DKS group 
compared with the DKS group (Figure 6B). In addition, 
the expression level of CD206 as the characteristic marker 
of M2 type macrophages was determined in both groups 
of scaffolds. The positive rate of CD206 in the cells of the 
HEP-DKS group was significantly higher than in the DKS 
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Figure 4 The characterization of the heparin immobilized DKS. (A) Histological toluidine blue staining of the native DKS and HEP-DKS. 
Blue staining was positive only in the HEP-DKS (400×). (B) FTIR spectra of heparin, HEP-DKS, and DKS. DKS, decellularized kidney 
scaffold; HEP-DKS, heparinized decellularized kidney scaffold; FTIR, Fourier-transform infrared.

group (Figure 6C). 
In order to further evaluate the inflammatory responses 

of the transplanted host, we extracted the total RNA from 
the 2 groups of nude mice with subcutaneously implanted 
scaffolds and performed qRT-PCR analysis. The qRT-PCR 
results showed that the levels of IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α in 
the HEP-DKS group were significantly lower than those in 
the native DKS group (Figure 7A-7C), while the expression 
level of IL-10 was significantly higher than that in the 
native DKS group (Figure 7D). 

Discussion

It is estimated that chronic kidney disease (CKD) may 
become the fifth leading cause of death worldwide by  
2040 (11). Kidney transplantation, as one of the most 
promising methods to reverse this projection, is limited 
by a shortage of donors. The ultimate goal of renal tissue 

engineering is to produce a transplantable substitute with 
equivalent renal function for clinical application. The 
DKS has unique advantages because of its access to the 
maximum retention of the ECM microstructure and the 
minimum residual immunogenicity (12,13). The growth 
factors and bioactive components contained in the ECM of 
DKS facilitate cell adhesion and can induce cell migration 
and differentiation (14). Appropriate decellularization 
methods can make the ECM suffer the slightest damage 
and retain its natural components and morphology to 
the greatest extent. In this study, method of 1% Triton 
X-100/0.1% ammonium hydroxide at 1 mL/min was 
used to decellularize, obtaining DKS with a transparent 
appearance and complete vascularity, which reduced the 
damage of high-strength decellularization reagents, water 
impact and high hydrostatic pressure to the microstructure 
of ECM, especially the nephron.

Unfortunately, a series of challenges have gradually 
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Figure 5 Endothelial cells seeded into the native and heparin-modified DKS for 7 days. (A) H&E staining of the re-endothelialized 
DKS showed that more HUVECs adhered around the vascular lumen in the HEP-DKS compared with the native DKS (200×). (B,C) 
Immunofluorescence staining of CD31 and Ki67 was conducted to assess HUVEC proliferation after cell seeding into the DKS and HEP-
DKS (400×). DKS, decellularized kidney scaffold; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; HEP-DKS, heparinized decellularized kidney scaffold; 
HUVECs, human umbilical vein endothelial cells.

emerged in in vivo experiments on acellular kidney stents, 
including thrombosis in the vasculature of the DKS and 
inflammatory responses of the transplanted host. In order 
to reduce the host inflammatory response, researchers have 
tried to optimize the decellularization scaffold from at 
least three aspects: first, by improving the decellularization 

process, to reduce the residual cells and antigen components 
of the scaffold. Second, by modifying certain active 
ingredients on the decellularized scaffold, to increase the 
compatibility of the decellularized scaffold and the host 
tissue. Third, by modifying anti-inflammatory drugs on the 
decellularized scaffold, to counteract the host inflammatory 
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Figure 6 Angiogenesis and host inflammatory response towards the DKS in vivo. (A) Left: gross appearances of implants 3 weeks post-
implantation. Both of the re-endothelialized scaffolds were biocompatible. Middle: H&E staining showed more blood vessels in the HEP-
DKS group on day 21. Right: blood vessel densities of the 2 groups (P <0.0001) (200×). (B) IF staining of CD31 in the nude mouse model 
for the native DKS and HEP-DKS on day 21. (C) IF staining of CD206 in the nude mouse model for the native DKS and HEP-DKS on 
day 21 after implantation (400×). DKS, decellularized kidney scaffold; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; HEP-DKS, heparinized decellularized 
kidney scaffold; IF, immunofluorescence.
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response. Uygun et al. (15) believed that the exposed ECM 
in the vasculature accounted for platelet activation and 
thrombosis. Based on this understanding, Wan et al. (7) 
cross-linked GRGDSPC peptides to acellular pancreatic 
scaffolds, confirming that this method can help ECs adhere 
to the surface of blood vessels and that ECs have antiplatelet 
and anticoagulant effects. In another interesting study (5), 
an acellular pancreatic scaffold modified with platelet-rich 
plasma was transplanted into rats after endothelialization. It 
was found that the inflammatory response of the host was 
significantly inhibited and induced polarization dominated 
by M2 macrophages, which ultimately promoted tissue 
angiogenesis. The authors believed that platelet-rich plasma 
plays an important role in this research as it contains a large 
number of growth factors and immunoregulatory factors. 
In the present study, we chose heparin sodium to modify 
the DKS and explored its role in anti-thrombosis and anti-
inflammatory responses for DKS transplantation.

The method using EDC/NHS activation is a very 
efficient procedure for the immobilization of heparin to 
collagen (4,10,16). In our study, collagen I, collagen IV, 
and fibronectin were completely retained in the process 
of decellularization, which was strongly demonstrated 
by a series of characterization experiments. This is 

not only critical for cell adhesion and proliferation 
during the re-endothelialization procedure (17), but 
also provides sufficient attachment points for heparin 
modification. TB staining and FTIR spectroscopy were 
performed to verify the high efficiency of the EDC/
NHS heparinization modification method. Heparin is a 
negatively charged linear polysaccharide consisting of 2 
repeating disaccharide units (L-idonic acid, D-glucosamine, 
and type acetylglucosamine). Due to the unique structure 
of heparin, it can form a complex with antithrombin III 
to bind to activated coagulation blood factors and play 
a role in eliminating these clotting factors (18). The 
reaction speed of antithrombin III and thrombin is slow, 
but in the presence of heparin, the response rate can be 
increased thousands of times which can effectively inhibit 
the coagulation process, so the most well-known clinical 
effect of heparin is anticoagulation. Previous investigations 
have indicated that heparin has the potential to promote 
angiogenesis through modification into scaffolds (16,19,20). 
Wang et al. (4) initially explored the role of heparin 
modification in the DKS, and they verified that the presence 
of heparin reduces the adhesion of platelets on the scaffold 
via in vitro experiments, thereby resisting thrombosis and 
ensuring the smooth flow of regenerated blood vessels in 

Figure 7 The expression levels of local inflammatory factors in vivo. P<0.05. DKS, decellularized kidney scaffold; HEP-DKS, heparinized 
decellularized kidney scaffold.
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the scaffolds. In the present study, H&E staining and Ki67 
IF staining verified the adhesion and proliferation effects of 
heparin on HUVECs implanted in the DKS. In addition, 
we carried out CD31 IF staining both in vivo and in vitro, 
and the results strongly demonstrated the pro-angiogenesis 
effect of heparin on the renal scaffolds. What makes us 
more confident is that we visually observed the increase of 
regenerated blood vessels in the renal stent modified with 
heparin through the naked eye and H&E staining in vivo. 
We also believe that the anticoagulant effect of heparin 
plays an integral role in this process.

Although the decellularized scaffolds achieve minimal 
immunogenic residues, the host inflammatory response 
will inevitably have an effect on the re-endothelialization 
and vascular regeneration of the scaffolds, which has not 
yet been fully elucidated in previous reports (4,16,17). 
Macrophages are a very heterogeneous cell population that 
exhibit unique phenotypes and functions in the complex 
microenvironment of the body. Mantovani et al. (21)  
believe that macrophages have a series of continuous 
functional states, and M1 and M2 macrophages are the 2 
extremes of this continuous state. M1 type macrophages 
participate in the positive immune response and immune 
surveillance by secreting pro-inflammatory cytokines or 
chemokines and specifically presenting antigens M2 type 
macrophages have only weak antigen-presenting ability, 
and they can down-regulate the immune response by 
secreting inhibitory cytokines such as IL-10 and/or TGF-β, 
among others, thus playing an important role in immune 
regulation (22). In this study, we aimed to reveal the 
changes in the polarity of macrophages caused by kidney 
scaffolds implanted subcutaneously in nude mice after a 
period of growth. CD206 is a relatively specific molecular 
marker for M2 macrophages. We detected the changes 
in the expression level of CD206 by IF staining, and the 
results confirmed that heparin modification promoted the 
polarization of M1 type macrophages to M2 type in the 
transplanted host. We further detected the changes of IL-
1β, IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α expression at the mRNA level 
and clarified the regulatory effect of heparin modification 
on the inflammatory response of the host. In addition to 
the anticoagulant effect of heparin, there is also evidence 
suggesting that it has a direct anti-inflammatory effect, 
which greatly expands the clinical indications of heparin, 
including autoimmune diseases, malignant tumors, and 
diffuse intravascular coagulation (23). There are many 
explanations for the mechanism by which heparin exerts 
a direct anti-inflammatory effect, but there is as yet no 

consensus. One explanation is that heparin binds and 
inhibits chemokines, as well as complement, growth, and 
angiogenesis factors (24), and another is that heparin can 
bind to adhesion mediators expressed during inflammation, 
including selectins, integrins, and their receptors (25). 
There are certain limitations in our research. We only 
paid attention to the influence of heparin on the host 
environment after the DKS was implanted into animals, 
which proved the anti-inflammatory effect of heparin, but 
the specific mechanism that initiates the immune response 
needs to be further verified, which is our next research plan.

Conclusions

In summary, a DKS with maximum microstructure and 
minimum immunogenicity was prepared by arterial 
infusion. With the help of the EDC/NHS activation 
method, heparin was efficiently modified to the collagen of 
the scaffolds. HUVECs could attach to the tubular structure 
of the scaffolds and initiate re-endothelialization. In vivo and 
in vitro experiments demonstrated that heparin can promote 
the re-endothelialization and vascular regeneration of the 
DKS through anticoagulation. The anti-inflammatory effect 
of heparin on the transplanted host was initially confirmed, 
and it is considered that this effect may play a non-
negligible role in promoting DKS re-endothelialization and 
angiogenesis. The specific mechanism needs to be further 
clarified.
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